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Abstract
The Internet is a global network that uses communication protocols. It is considered the
most important system reached by humanity, which no one can abandon. However, this
technology has become a weapon that threatens the privacy of users, especially in the clientserver model, where data is stored and managed privately. Additionally, users have no
power over their data that store in a private server, which means users’ data may interrupt
by government or might be sold via service provider for-profit purposes. Furthermore,
blockchain is a technology that we can rely on to solve issues related to client-server model
if appropriately used. However, blockchain technology uses consensus protocol, which is
used for creating an incontrovertible system of agreement between members across a
distributed network. Thus, the consensus protocol is used to slow all member down from
generating too fast in order to control the network creation pattern, which leads to scalability
and latency problems.
The proposed system will present a platform that leverages modernize blockchain called
Blocks’ Network. The system is taking into consideration the issues related to privacy and
confidentiality from the client-side model, and scalability and latency issues from the
blockchain technology side. Blocks’ network is a public and a permissioned network that
use a multi-dimensional hash to generate multiple chains for the purpose of a systematic
approach.
The proposed platform is an assembly point for users to create a decentralized network
using P2P protocols. The system has high data flow due to frequent use by participants (for
example, the use of the Internet). Besides, the system will store all traffic of the network
overtly via Blocks’ Network.
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Chapter 1 Literature Review
1.0

Background of Study:

Bitcoin is the first decentralized app that was introduced by Satoshi Nakamoto, [1]. It is
the first cryptocurrency that launched under users’ power which allows a group of people to
store and share digital data (e.g. database) across multiple nodes (e.g. users) without a
control from a particular central authority [2]. Bitcoin uses peer-2-peer network in order of
ledgers distribution to share and store those ledgers among members inside the network
without the need to go to an assembly point such as a server.
Blockchain technology has been modified since then, hoping this technology to be the
replacement of Web 2.0. There are some developers who have used this technology for
different purposes. One example is the “Follow My Vote” in which they adopt blockchain to
run voting systems that cannot be intercepted by hackers [3]. There are many examples on
how blockchain can be used; there are endless ideas that could be implemented with that
technology.
The network has three common types, Centralized, Decentralized, and Distributed
(Figure 1). The centralized system is Web 2.0 which so far is being used, when all traffic
between two parties is stored in a server that is managed and stored privately. The
distributed system is a subset of decentralized system [4] and it allows nodes to store and
share data that was published from a certain entity (i.e. centralized) without having an
impact on the stored data, which makes the nodes in the network act as public storage. The
same with decentralized; it is using a distributed ledger system to share the data. However,
each node can have its own decision and could have an impact on its data.
1

Figure 1 Centralized, Decentralized, and Distributed (from medium.com)

Data distribution is a technology that people claim to use to make the internet
decentralized. However, in decentralization, each participant should obtain a copy from that
distributed ledger (e.g., network’s database) to be an active node with the ability of updating
that ledger frequently. Members inside a decentralized network do not have to trust others;
thus, each one can verify the integrity of the obtained ledger since members could get a full
copy of ledgers once they access the network. Nodes can verify the obtained ledger and
compare it with the majority’s ledger. Moreover, transparency and integrity give public
verifiability to the blockchain. Transparency is the verifiability of the data as it has been
updated. This can be done by any person in the chain as they update. Integrity insures that
the data has not been corrupted by checking the copies of the ledgers independently.
Centralization systems are entities where there is full control on a central system (e.g.,
database) providing online services, resulting in storing users’ data and transactions in a
database that is controlled and managed privately. However, companies such as Google,
Facebook, or Microsoft have the most users’ information inside the network; they are the
controllers of the internet. Nevertheless, by downloading an app or registering on a website
2

that is controlled via a private entity, users will forfeit their privacy. This occurs when users
accept the usage agreement by surrendering to that entity the permission to exploit users’
data for analysis’ purposes, or even worse for trading purposes.
WhatsApp was sold to Facebook for $19 Billion [5], knowing that WhatsApp is a free
app and non-profit (i.e., no-ads). So, why was its value so high? The short answer is users’
data. In reality, when a customer goes to any store, there is no way for the seller to force
him/her to sign-up in order to access the store or buy something. However, some stores ask
customers if they want to sign-up by filling out a form with their personal information in
order to get a chance to get a good offer in the future. Since the providers are dealing
directly with people, they cannot force them to fill out forms, instead they are using a
thoughtful strategy to make the customer want to do so and this can be by offering a
discount, a free product, etc. In the end it is up to the customer.
In the reality of the digital world, there is an enormous difference. Almost all websites
require signing-up to access their service. Besides collecting personal data, they try to
collect information users are interested in, such as email addresses, users’ hobbies, or even
users’ behavior patterns. All these are pieces of information crucial to a multitude of
companies. The reasons behind collecting and studying users’ behavior is to find a way of
selling ads that relate to their interests.
In these cases, web servers gain the power over users and there is no way to sue them for
exploiting users’ data because the user wasn’t allowed in the first place to use that service
without accepting the usage agreement in one way or another. They are introducing the
usage agreement with expansive content in a boring way to make the user give up reading,
so users will accept it anyway.
3

Additionally, centralization databases’ issues are not limited to confidentiality; there is
also the defect of availability to consider. Taking a hosting server as an example, any failure
in hosting servers will lead to inaccessibility, which means users cannot reach their
information. Another type of availability failure is when the stored information is erased for
an unknown reason to the user. That does not mean the servicer doesn’t know the reason.
For example, there are some users who have reported a missing file, and it seemed to
happen because there was an error in the code of the server [6].
With all that, it does not mean that all centralization systems cannot be relied upon if
there could be a guarantee of no possibility of abuse of power on their side. Moreover, we
do not doubt that servers should know who is using their services, but not in the current way
that is done in Web 2.0. Currently, providers are collecting more than what they should be
allowed to have. However, they can verify users by their ID under zero knowledge proof
without any more additional information regarding user’s confidentiality. Moreover, the
equalization of centralization systems (e.g. webservers) are very important which means
when a new webserver appears into a network, in somehow the new entity will have a fair
confrontation to compete with big webservers such as Google or Facebook. Therefore, by
implementing a decentralize system appropriately it will increase the chances for this
achievement. Furthermore, blockchain might help to solve some aspect that related to
centralization, but still there are some flaws that relate to the scalability, latency, and trust in
the decentralization systems.

4

1.2.0

Issues Related to Blockchain Technology

1.2.1

51% Attack:

The 51% attack happens when a specific member inside the network gain more than 50%
of computing hash power against the rivals. However, there is no a particular purpose of
obtaining 50% of the computing hash power of the network other than increasing the chance
of winning the block reward that offers by the network among the average users, the reward
is equal to 12.5 BTC per block [7]. Unfortunately, the case will be different if an adversary
could achieve more than 50% of the computing power which he/she could use that power to
make a massive difference inside the network since an adversary has better chance to
generate blocks faster than other members, which lead to makes the network devoid of
credibility. For instance, an adversary wants to send to another member 1 BTC, this
transaction will be included in a block that is generated in a sub-chain which will be in a
hold, waiting to be added to the public blockchain permanently. However, an adversary with
50% of computing power could apply double-spending attack and try to reverse that
transaction by generating a new sub-chain that longest comparing it to the previous one to
invalidate that transaction which is considered as a tampering method. BTC Guild has
solved six blocks in a raw with much less than 50% of the computing power of the network
[8]. With all that, having more than 50% of hash-rate power of the network is something
hard to achieve since there are millions of candidates inside the network unless the members
of the mining community are united. The mining pool is something common in the
blockchain network where candidates can work together and share their mining equipment
to achieve more power than others to increase their chance of winning.

5

1.2.2

Anonymity:

The anonymity happened when users hide their identity to mislead other parties from
knowing their true identity for various reasons such as hacking, illegal activities, et cetera.
The anonymity is a part of web 2.0 and unfortunately is also a part of web 3.0. Taking
bitcoin network as an example, there are a huge number of illegal activities happened behind
that network under anonymous accounts [9]. Bitcoin cryptocurrency’s value derives from
supply and demand [10]. Furthermore, the inflation in the bitcoin cryptocurrency to reach
thousands of dollars is that there are people who wish to exchange suspicious money
through money laundering within the network and this is due to the anonymity that provided
by the system.
1.2.3

Scalability and Latency:

The scalability is the capability of the system in order to measure the highest speed rate in
writing transactions into a block that could be handled by the system. On the other hand, the
latency, which is the measurement time form the point of submitting a transaction until it
written to the block. However, the issue of latency results to the double-spending attack, that
when a completed block goes back to the memory pool because it was generated in a short
chain and there was a longer chain has been chosen. Moreover, there is a transaction fee that
clients have to pay to the miners each time they made a transaction and to get a better
chance that the transaction will be selected and speed-up the process of writing the
transaction to the chain, client should offer high fee, that’s mean when the fee amount
increases, the chance of that transaction to be chosen via miner will increase as well.
However, from various sources, there are some transactions that never been confirmed [11].
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1.2.4

Lighting Network:

Lighting Network is a level “Layer 2” that added on the top of blockchain architecture
which allows micropayment to go through bidirectional channels that occur off the chain in
order to speed up the process of transaction completion [12]. Lighting network (in the
Bitcoin network) has been introduced to solve the problem of scalability. However, there are
many problems underlying the lighting network, making it highly undesirable. For example,
the client must be online to receive funds [13] which is considered a serious flaw, especially
for merchandisers. Furthermore, the way of sending funds from a destination to another
should be done by users, using routing protocol.; however, in general, the routing is always
considered as an unsolved problem. Therefore, the legal liability for all nodes at that level
must be considered as a critical point.
Border Gateway Protocol (or BGP) is the internet standard External Gateway Protocol
(EGP). It uses via Internet Service Providers (ISP) level; thus, ISPs can consolidate their
networks together, in order to establish a communication network between clients at a
worldwide range [15]. Mesh routing is an example of how the internet works, and it uses
with the purpose of sending data package through nodes from point to another; however,
mesh routing is a problem that never solves on the internet [16]. Thus, the BGP is used by
providers under agreements so as to avoid controversy. That agreement based on how
packages should send though the network without disputes. According to (news.fintech.io)
and other sources, in May 2017, a Russian-controlled telecom hijacks financial services’
Internet traffic [17]. This proves that the routing is an issue that could not be solved if there
are adversaries at that level.
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The lighting network is utilizing nodes to carry-out transactions, in the case of bitcoin
these transactions are considered as money which makes those nodes become custodian’s
funds. Further, the funds in the lighting network go through channels to nodes that their
owners are unidentified by other nodes. Therefore, this results in fracturing the KYC/AML
requirements [18]. Additionally, there a lot of funds that have been lost in the network in
order of experimentation improvement. Finally, the completion time of the project of the
lighting network is has been extended many times thus it is hard to tell the precise time of
completion for this project which proves that lighting network is imperfect project.

1.3

Proof of Work:

Notably, the concept of proof of work was developed and published in 1993 by Cynthia
Dwork. However, its application did not occur until its application in Bitcoin cryptocurrency
by Nakamoto. Essentially, Proof of Work (PoW) is a concept whereby the mathematical
problem is solved and verified through various points on the network. Usually, this will
involve solving a target has by trial and error means until an acceptable solution is arrived
at. The process of solving this mathematical problem is referred to as mining and is
conducted randomly at various points of the network. Ideally, the first acceptable solution
wins a reward for the work put in. In any case, the amount of time and processing power
required to solve such a problem is amazingly high hence the need to keep the miners
motivated (Lisk Academy 2019). Importantly, the winner of the mining process is rewarded
in form of the cryptocurrency involved through facilitation fees for the transaction this
concept ensures that the transactions remain valid and make it difficult and expensive to
counterfeit any transaction data.
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Perhaps the major benefits of using this concept are the degree of flexibility that is
handed to the users. It allows the transactions to and rewards to go to the miner who worked
more for it. In reality, it hands the value back to the miner rather than middlemen such as
online payment services. In addition, the anonymity present in such a transaction guarantees
the privacy of individual data while still availing proof of transaction. Moreover, it
guarantees financial saving per transaction thanks to the trustless capability of the
technology. [19]

1.4.0

Peep-to-Peer:

According to Lisk Academy (2019), the peer-to-peer network is the foundation of the
functionality of any blockchain. The term peer particularly refers to the individual
computing systems within a blockchain. Each of the peers within the network performs a
specific task to facilitate the functions of the blockchain. The setup of this system of peers
ensures that there is no need for the blockchain to have a central server to coordinate the
execution of the task. Importantly, the peers form a decentralized functionality of the
blockchain which essentially means that information and resources in a blockchain are
stored in different points in the network. This ensures the security of the data within a
particular blockchain since it is not stored in a single computing system but rather across all
points within the network. The duplicity of data stored ensures recovery of data is possible
even if only one computing system remains within a particular blockchain. Furthermore, a
peer-to-peer network becomes stronger and faster as more computing systems join the
network which is not possible in a client-server network.
In terms of administration within a peer-to-peer network, no single entity within the
network can control the network or use the network in a privatized manner. The architecture
9

of a peer-to-peer network is such that all members of the network share both resources and
data to the other users. Intricately, this means that each user assists in adding to the
processing, storage and transfer capabilities of the network, which implies that the more
users are in the network, the more the network can perform and process larger volumes of
data. For this reason, a peer-to-peer network has become the building block of sophisticated
blockchains and facilitates.
1.4.1 Peer-to-peer web hosting:
The hosting of the P2P website has not been put into application yet since the cohort
machinery that enables the topmost rates of upstream for personal consumers is not yet
utilized broadly. For this, Wireless Mesh Networking that enables the normal user to make
good use of the total speed of upstream that their router is up to is necessary. This should be
utilized instead of what other ISP taking advantage of them as they pass on information
between the other routers for it to achieve its aim.
For a P2P website to be hosted there is a need for some kind of technology mixture
between the numerous-redundancy RAID storerooms, communication of wire mesh, sharing
of torrent and several types of encryption key hierarchy enabling a variety of varying
capacities of clients to get the transmitted information shifted. This enables something
energetic like a to-be-hosted forum. For the latter to be incorporated, it would be necessary
for the system to be keeping itself updated, maybe through time-stamping every data packet
being circulated.
Potential catalysts likely to source general P2P hosting utilization might be in existence.
However, I believe that something that revisits the corporal hardware architecture
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essentially connecting the internet back to its new web communication theory happens to be
an excellent candidate.
Certainly, as usual, the major reason as to why the implementation of this has not yet
taken place is for the reason that there is no adequate money in it. The absorption of the idea
would be a bit quicker if either:
1.

An individual obtains a way of distorting it greatly towards consumerism.

2.

It dawns on the manufacturers of the router that there exists a huge Wireless-Mesh-

ready routers demand.
3.

There exists an international pattern moving away from the profit intention and headed

for coming up with things just to ensure that all humanity is assisted. This is through
establishing profusion and determined to obtain the best possible efficiency. [20]

1.5

Hash Function:

Hash function is an algorithm cryptographic that maps random size data to a string of
fixed size. Two requirements of security called collision-resistance and one-wayness are
normally needed by hash functions. Hash functions algorithms one main practical use is
ensuring data integrity is received from sources online. A fairly manual and simple instance
of hashes application is numerous scenarios of downloading files where in print hashes
permit downloaders to confirm hashes integrity of received files. In blockchains, hash
functions are used in generation of address (Addr) proof-of-work (PoW), bridge mechanism,
generation of number (PNG), generation of block, message digest in signatures (MDS).
Some applications are rather popular and typical even prior to blockchain birth, whereas
others became famous recently because of blockchain and cryptocurrencies development.
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The most famous used hash function in blockchains is SHA256, which is an algorithm from
cryptographic hash functions family called SHA (Secure Hash Algorithm).

1.6

Digital Signature:

Apart from hash function, another blockchain cryptographic that cannot be avoided is the
digital signature. The digital signature concept was discovered in 1976 by Hellman and
Diffie when the public key cryptography’s gate was opened by them. As a primary primitive
of cryptography, the application of digital signature is for authentication of source, integrity,
and non-repudiation of the source. Digital signature standard safety is unforgeability
existential amid adaptively selected attacks of the message (EUF-CMA), which ensures that
the latest message legitimate signature cannot be forged, even though the oracle of signing
can be accessed that could offer services of signing.
Furthermore, digital signature does not encrypt the messages (Figure 2), it sends a
message as plaintext with a signature that verify that message was sent from a certain
person. Therefore, message encryption can be achieved by recipient public key
“Asymmetric key encryption”.

Figure 2 Private key signing (from wikimedia.org)
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1.7

Distributed Hash Table:

Distributed Distribution Table (DHT) is a distributed data structure that is used to store
entries associated with a key. Moreover, DHT has two main components, key, and value, for
illustration, the key could be an address, and the value can be the content of the file that
linked to that key. Therefore, users are allowed to search for a key via an entry, as with
phone contacts when a user searches for a phone number (e.g., key) through names (e.g.,
address). DHTs is widely used in order to build and manage complex services. For example,
BitTorrent is using DHTs for the distributed tracker. Gayle McDowell said about DHTs,
“For any problem, have hash tables at the top of your mind as a possible technique to solve
the problem.” (Figure 3)

Figure 3 DHT (from bitcoinwiki.org)

1.8

Zero-knowledge proof:

A standard concept to guard the confidentiality and transaction anonymity is to cause
transactions to be unlikable. Nevertheless, the system of e-cash requires to authenticate if
the payer possesses the classified similar to the address where cash is coming from.
Auspiciously, the zero-knowledge proof was created to handle this suspense.
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1.9.0

Blockchain types:

1.9.1

Public Blockchain:

It is a network open to the public where anyone can join the network to use network
services or maintain network security. Examples of public blockchain networks are the
Bitcoin network and the Ethereum platform.
1.9.2

Permissioned Blockchain:

It is a network that requires permission to access, read, or validate blocks within the
network. Usually, permission blockchain networks do not require proof-protocols such as
PoW; thus, validators are assigning in advance to generator blocks. Example on a
permissioned blockchain is RippleNet where Microsoft, MIT, and CGI are working as
transaction validators.

1.10

Blockstack:

Blockstack is a decentralized network that puts users in control of their identity and data.
It stores encrypted data in private databases such as Amazon S3 or Google Cloud Storage. It
stores data hashes in the blockchain to use as a pointer to these data at the private storage
(Figure 4).
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Figure 4 Blockstack architecture (from blockstack.org/whitepaper)
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Chapter 2 The Platform of Blocks’ Network
2.0

Introduction to platform:

The platform envisions to make all transactions of the internet distributed; thus, it intends
to turn private storages (e.g., database) to public storage that could be viewed publicly under
a specific condition. Further, the contents of webservers can be managed by their providers,
and all actions that occurred inside that webserver are stored and managed publicly via
distributed ledger technology. Therefore, data become available to everyone without the
need of reaching the node of the backend provider unless necessary. Thus, the webserver
becomes a secondary preference to download/view content that was previously viewed.
The importance of the system is to provide the same efficacy as the usage of the internet
and transmit its storage into a decentralized network, and hence, there is no individual that
has master control over the data. Consequently, the system contemplates conveying the
appearance of web 2.0 that currently circulated with the preservation of its characteristics to
web 3.0 semblance to get a distributed communication network. Therefore, the platform
intends to transmit the client-server model to peer-to-peer web hosting that use Blocks’
Network technology for the primary storage.
The platform leverages the Blocks’ Network technology, and hence DHT will be
assigning to be responsible for the data storage management that on an extensive range of
nodes and accessing them with high efficiency. Therefore, it presents a project of a
decentralized internet network, where nodes will have different positions relying on their
level in the system. The network is using a peer-to-peer network, which is an overlay
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network on the top of the IPs infrastructure where it will provide the network with high
potential in the order of scalability [21].
The architecture of the platform introduces a multi-level model where each node at each
particular level in the platform will be running under a unique functionality (Figure 5).
Therefore, nodes’ placement had been considered to obtain boundary layers where nodes are
going to handle the participants’ encounter for the purpose of interaction and hence
achieving completed processes via communication tools, and storing outputs for that
interaction in a distributed ledger.

Figure 5 The platform of Blocks’ Network “Node structure”

In the architecture of the network, the entry of participants is through the lowest level
where members have to cope with an operation software called “Call Block”, that is in the
front-end (e.g., user side). Call Block loads essential functions that use for various options to
enable communication between members. Also, it can obtain identification to grant
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authorization; in addition to stores users IDs in the Foundation Chain (we shall be
discussing this term in depth in chapter 3) and hence the functioning of communications’
transmission inside the network started. All nodes at this level are defined as ordinary nodes.
Additionally, the administration level, it is the middle level in the architecture of the
network where nodes at this level are liable on routing packages, and host-nodes indexing.
Since the vital role that has been given to this level, nodes must run under a smart contract
to illustrate the position that node has been obtained who are custodians on packages. All
nodes at this level are defined as administration nodes.
In addition to that, the storage of network is a sub-level in the architecture where nodes at
this position are responsible for storing/distribute data among nodes. Nodes must run under
smart-contracts to clarify the size of space that is allocated to the system with build-in
extendable contract clause.
Lastly, the highest-level (or Operation Level) is the backend node from the lowest level’s
perspective view. It retains web hosting nodes where these nodes are services, and
resources, that other nodes in the network can take advantage of. Therefore, the highest level
is accountable for embedding hosts via operation software to the network, where it conveys
webserver’s backend code onto Operation Chain (more details in a subsequent section); it
ensures that a server’s backend code is placed in a block that is immutable while it is
updatable. Nevertheless, nodes at the highest level carry some crucial functions in its
operation software, one of which is the ability of generation (i.e., mining); thus, operation
software is controlled and managed directly by the provider. All nodes at this level are
defined as operation nodes.
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2.1

The operation software:

The implementation of the software is enabling the network communication’s
management where each level has its application. However, all applications are meeting in
an assembly point that is the core code, which is immutable. Therefore, the operations
software should be written under extensible functional code protocols (i.e., modular code).
Additionally, the modular code is a code that can be modified, and interacted with, without
modifying the core codebase. The core code also has flexibility, production stability, and
scalability [22]. Moreover, there is no particular level could make any modification to
operation unless the ability of adjustment clause built-in. (Figure 6)

Figure 6 Modular Code (from hackernoon.com)
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2.2

The platform mechanism:

In theory and practice, if an object that you owned becomes available to everyone,
trading that objects for profit will be useless — take the example of WhatsApp that was
mentioned earlier. If WhatsApp’s database was open to everyone, and each can obtain a
copy of that database, trading that application for benefits is impossible.
Blocks’ network is a public and a permissioned network that allows average users to join
the network on its all levels. However, to gain a particular privilege in the network, the
permission is needed. The permission could be accomplished via a smart contract that state
the user’s position at a precise timeline and hence the permission is hereby granted. Any
users can gain a position as long as they become verified users.
The platform is introducing a way to transmit data from a centralized system to a
decentralized system in order to limit the power of information analysis that is store
privately. Therefore, users’ data became available in their hands extensively, and new
entities could access information stored in the distributed ledgers upon user’s approval. So,
everyone has the same object (e.g. users’ data) in a way that information does not lead to the
true identity of the user unless the disclosure statement was made. Therefore, using users’
data in order to track and trade users’ behavior will be useless. This could be achieved by
inserting standards of conduct for each node’s cluster separately in order to make it
compatible with the distribution system.
The platform itself does not allow anonymous users to enter the platform, where the
lowest level loaded with an identifier function. Thus, the authentication in the platform can
be accomplished with participants’ biometrics (e.g., fingerprint) since it is tough to modify.
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However, users’ identities remain confidential under their control, which they will have
their owned storage in blocks’ network (e.g., Foundation Chain). Upon successful
verification, users can access the main page of the platform as a regular web search engine.
Nevertheless, all actions from lowest to highest levels will be made under a public key,
which is referred to as the identity of the user.
The public key is the ID that provider should obtain from a client upon a signing-up
process to a host server; however, verifying a user’s identity in order to access a server that
contains a sensitive content (i.e., governments or banks webservers) could be achieved
under the concept of zero-knowledge proof. Therefore, the user could obtain a valid token to
grant access permission to that particular webserver. Furthermore, storing a public key or
user token in a reason of examining the user’s history inside the network is considering as a
challenging task. Since the mechanism of the platform is to generate a new public key for
each webserver automatically with the ability to create unlimited public keys manually and
all public keys will be referred to one private key (e.g., fingerprint). Moreover, the client’s
traffic should run through PeerVPN, which is open-source, peer-to-peer VPN that is
compatible with mesh network topology, and it does not require NAT configuration [23].
The platform intends to use web servers as a primary source for distribution, especially,
at the outset (i.e., the start-up of the platform). The platform tries to collect as much as
resources from elements that users are looking for or interesting-in, in their daily life to store
these resources publicly. The first reason is that when a new entity joins the platform, that
entity will have the same power of information that any other entities have; since all actions
are distributed. One example of the benefit in making the power evenly between entities is
that, say a new bank join the platform, if a user wants to request a loan online, user can
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reference all blocks that contain financial history to that bank to get approval. Therefore, the
new entity will make sure all referenced blocks are accurate since it was generated by a
valid provider and can follow the client’s financial history via one or more public keys. The
second reason is that utilizing the distributed blocks as the primary method of looking-up
(e.g., inquiries) instead of going back to a webserver and lookup for a file that was
previously viewed. This will reduce replication of information inside the network that
results in having inflation in data inside the system that contain the same files in different
nodes. Therefore, the files that store in nodes should be viewed first to avoid generating that
file again via generator inside the network; thus, this will increase the productivity of
webserver to update their content continuously.

2.3.0

Using Zero-knowledge proof:

A zero-knowledge proof is a technique that used to prove a specific value known by a
person to another party without revealing the actual content of that value. Therefore, the
zero-knowledge protocol is adopted to be the main approach method of proofing user
identity based on ID’s in order to grant access authorization for a particular web hosting
node. This could be accomplished by combining a hash function with a secure, real-time
optical ID reader that runs on the client-side. Therefore, optical ID reader is going to take
the information that on the client ID and convert it into a hash and hence match uses input
with the generated hash at a real-time. Using the optical ID reader will not store the ID as a
picture, it stores the hash of the content of the card and compares it with the input field that
required by the web host in order to authenticate users (Figure 7). This method can prove
the user’s official name and birthday, without revealing more information than required;
thus, it issues token-based authentication. The token is linked to the user’s public key that
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unique to that server which means a new token is needed for other webservers. The web
host could issue a token to allow the user to access the webserver frequently with the option
of limiting the number of accessing per token (e.g., one-time-use token).

Figure 7 Get the hash of card’s content for storage purposes

2.3.1

Threat model:

Using IDs under zero-knowledge proof could be a dynamic solution; however, there is a
possibility that fake-IDs will be used. Despite that fact, the ID will be linked to a private key
that is a fingerprint which scientifically cannot be matched with another fingerprint.
Therefore, linking a fake ID to a permanent private key could be risky; but that is not
adequate to ensure identity accuracy. Moreover, a multiple-authentication-factor could take
into consideration regarding this matter.

2.4

Distribution Standards:

The distribution standards have been addressed to reduce the issues related to information
gathering that on web 2.0, where it is applied for web hosting nodes by making the
interaction between client and provider based on the principle of sufficient communication.
Additionally, when a candidate registers to the platform and hold a place in the operation
block and become active host node, the highest-level applied a control criterion which
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should be followed in order to route packages to that host server via administration node.
However, ownerships still have full control over their web servers’ content. Moreover, the
standards are allowing adjustment to the current webservers to be compatible with web 3.0.
 All webpages should be introduced to users without authentication protocols, since each
user will be authenticated by the platform automatically.
 Allow virtual credit cards to be as the primary payment method for the top level.
 Allow a real-time optical ID reader to be the main method for any additional
authentication that under zero-knowledge proof to generate a valid token “Token based
Authentication” (if-applicable).

2.5

Approach methods:

Starting from the lowest level, GUI provides the ability to run inquiries operation and
execution operation. Firstly, the inquiries operation is using to find an input result from the
network’s storage. Secondly, execution operation is transmitting users’ inputs to the highest
level, and hence, it will lead to generating a transaction after the completion of that
interaction, which will be added to a block (Figure 8).
All requests (i.e., inputs) will be routed through the administration node at the middle
level in order to forward packages to the highest level (e.g., host) or to the sub-level (e.g.,
storage). Therefore, inputs will be pass through the network to the closest administration
node determined by the bandwidth. Administration node is accountable to carry-out
packages for transmission at a particular frequency range. Furthermore, from the routing
table, the administration node will remain conscious of the appropriate route plan for
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packages, and hence, the observed of that action will be updated to the routing table
consistently.

Figure 8 Send inputs from lowest-level to the highest-level/network’s storage

Operation nodes at the highest-level must occupy a block in the Operation Chain in order
to obtain Operation Identification Number (OIN) that is a unique number which is generated
via the operation block (e.g. Operation Chain) that is using to activate the operation software
which is resulting to activate participant server as well and hence allowing the accessibility
from the lowest level nodes.
Upon successful access to a host, all completed actions that made upon interaction will be
store at a memory pool that controls by operation node in order to include them to a block
for generation. The generation method will made when a group of unconfirmed actions
contained inside a block in order to find that block target to pass it to the blocks’ network.
Furthermore, upon generation completion, all conformed blocks will be distributed to
storage nodes.
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Blocks’ network has in its architecture 16 categories ranges. These categories are used to
arrange the blocks storage where each operation node will refer to a completed block
through a target number that matches with the type of blocks (e.g., the type of service that
provided by the host) to include that block into its appropriate chain.
The scaling difficulty of the generation has a probability ration of 50% in order to find a
target. Therefore, the difficulty of finding a target is very low, which means generating
blocks could be handled via an average hashing power in order to create high numbers of
blocks very easily. Furthermore, there are some main categories considered as the networks’
hub chains, which means they are not related to public storage (we shall be discussing this
term in depth in chapter 3).

2.6

The Lowest-Level (Call Block):

The lowest level is the entry level of the network, where it holds all ordinary nodes who
are authentic; under this ratification, certain privileges from this level could be given upon
client demand, or in other words, providing the ability to users to be at the administration
level, operation level, or storage level based on their desire.
The lowest level run under a software called Call Block that operate certain properties.
The Call Block is the primary operation that run on the first level which it is providing an
interactive page to users. It utilizes an access control protocol for identification and
authentication in order to give the permission to access the platform.
The registration stage is executed through the Call Block software where it generates a
block for each individual member that is an automated procedure. The registry class by the
software is preconfigured and selected to a specific target range at the blocks’ network.
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The Call Block uses Biometric Access Control to generate a private key, by allowing
users to sign-up in a real-time using biometric authentication (e.g. fingerprint); it will
generate from user’s biometric a key pair (Figure 9) where the public key is used as an ID
which is a reference to client’s identity.

Figure 9 biometric pair of keys

Modern biometric technologies do not take a picture of the biometric (e.g. fingerprint)
instead, transferring that biometric into dimensions and points that can be read as digit
(Figure 10).

Figure 10 Hashing Biometric input (from accesscontrolconsult.in)

It sends the key pairs through cryptographic hash function in order to obtain a hash from
that private key then store in blocks’ network (Figure 11). Therefore, it compares that stored
hash each time user accesses the platform with a real-time fingerprint which it is the main
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method for authentication. The Call Block is taking a partial place in the storage of the
network, called Foundation’s Chain.

Figure 11 Store key pair to Foundation Chain in the Blocks’ network

2.7

The Middle-Level (Administration):

The middle level is the primary routing process of network. Nodes at this level are
accountable on transmit packages from destination to another, in addition to web-hosting
indexing. Moreover, administration nodes accountability to scan constantly web hosting
nodes that on the Operation Chain in advance via spider software technique then store the
result of the scan to the index chain frequently.
The architecture of a web crawler is used via administration node for validation, next to
the search process speed and hence stores observation to the index chain. Administrators use
indexing process for regulatory affairs, which means that they will constantly update the
status of the highest-level members in the index chain, thereby updating the index of the
distributed table. Moreover, even if a block acquired by web host from the highest level
within the Operation Chain, this does not mean that permanent access is granted because
administrators have the ability to update the table index and remove some of the highestlevel violators (e.g. violate guidelines).
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Administrator nodes are highly reliable nodes that have a higher bandwidth comparting it
with other nodes in the network. Members at this level are running administration software
ordinarily that is not behind firewalls. The node must run their administration software
permanently to be consider as an administrator. Moreover, administrators must execute a
smart contract in order to be qualify. Therefore, any violation of the meddle-level’s conduct
leads to the termination of the contract which is a build-in clause.
Jidian Yang, Linweiya Chen and others, introduce a trusted routing scheme using
blockchain technology in order to achieve the routing information of the routing node on a
blockchain. Therefore, it will increase the ability of tracking that information of the routing
node that also is unchangeable. Jidian Yang, Linweiya Chen and others, introduce the
reinforcement learning model that used to help routing nodes dynamically select more
trusted and efficient routing links. [24]

2.8

The Highest-Level (Operations Level)

The highest level (or Operation Level) is the workspace of the platform; it managed by
the operation software that considers being the control panel of the highest level. This level
can be accessed via stakeholders, which means anyone who welling to offer a service via a
web-hosting server. The authentication in the highest level is required and it has a similar
method of an authentication process that described previously. The main difference in the
highest level is that the operating software requires more details about the host to be
identified to grants generator’s privilege. The provider can define the server’s ownership,
the server’s IP, the server’s category, and the server’s description, etc. Therefore, web
hosting information will be stored in a block of the Operation Chain where each host node
could be defined by administration level through this chain.
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Furthermore, all completed action that happened between a client and a web server (i.e.,
media files) will send to the unconfirmed pool (e.g., memory pool) that is a transient
memory, until it releases by the generator to the blocks’ network. Operation software gives
the provider the ability of generation, “e.g., mining” to include transaction to the chain.
(Figure 12)

Figure 12 Highest-level’s Process (Generation)

Webserver could require a pre-access authentication by obtaining a real-time
authentication hash from clients, where the client will send a hash from the original
document that proving his/her identity via a real-time optical ID reader to the host. Thus, the
host node uses this hash compare it with the required input fields that entered by the user.
This option is available to webservers that the real identity of user is their first priority such
as banks.
Furthermore, if an operation was activated and took a place in the Operation Chain via
generator, a unique number will be given in order to distinguish the generated blocks in the
blocks network from others. Also, it used as reference for participants identity inside the
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blocks’ network. Operation Identification Number (OIN) will be refers to that unique
number. However, the operation contains a modified condition to manage certain variables,
such as the LHost "IPs" that are used for the web server, and the category target that the
generator must select appropriately to find an appropriate type of array in the blocks’
network that matches the type of transaction which is used for network storage order.
Over and above, after a provider included a block into the network, a client could verify
that block integrity in the network at any time, since it will be immutable conformation
block that has a reference to user public key. Additionally, ordinary nodes who were
responsible of generating that block into the chain is also responsible to verify the integrity
of that block if accurate or not after completion. Therefore, user can send back Invalidation
request to the provider, which in this case will generate a new block inside the Invalidation
Chain to indicates to that block as invalid. [These terms are discussed in more detail in
chapter 3]

2.9

Clauses of concession:

It applies to the influencers’ nodes in the network only where it enables only known
members to occupy these types of nodes (operation, administration, or storage nodes) via
smart contract. Furthermore, the chain division that provided via the structure of blocks’
network allows difference characteristic for each class (We will explain this later in Chapter
3); thus, the ability to establish a smart contract for each level could be attainable.
Therefore, the clauses of concession could be applying to each level extraordinarily.
The following are some obligations that every influencer node must follow regarding the
position level of that node; first of all, members cannot occupy more than an influencer node
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under one private key which means from the ordinary node a member should determine to
turn into administrator or generator and however two cannot be considered together.
Secondly, the range of frequencies within a given band for transmitting packages is a
consider with the stable availability for administration nodes. [25] Therefore, all ordinary
nodes can upgrade to generator nodes once the standers of distribution of web hosting are
obeyed. Apart from that, not all ordinary nodes can become administrators. Additionally,
each level is authorized to generate in its target range only without interference. For
example, the software of the middle level cannot create blocks that out of its range “Class
D” and vice versa for the highest level. Finally, all evidence that use to verify identity in a
smart contract will execute under zero-knowledge proof that made between the platform and
the users.
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Chapter 3 Blocks’ Network
3.0

Introduction to Blocks’ Network:

Secure Hash Algorithm 512 (SHA512) is the main hash function algorithm that uses by
blocks’ network, due to its numerous ranges of hashes that it can produce. Therefore, the
network will benefit from that massive range of the possibilities in the way of organizing the
distributed ledgers of the network.
Blocks’ network technology (blockchain-based) uses a multi-dimensional hash in a certain
sense of block generation in order to obtain division in the network blocks. Consequently, the
multi-dimensional hash is generating blocks in a shape that seems to have a network
appearance (Figure 13), compare it with the blockchain that appears to have a sequential form
(i.e., chain). Therefore, the structure of blocks’ network has 16 categories, each category has
its blocks of chain and all chains bind together as a network. Based on that, the ability of
sorting block in the network will become more systematic. Also, achieving the ability to
control the behavior for each chain separately. Blocks’ network uses a Proof-of-Generation
(PoG) protocol in order to include a block to the network.
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Figure 13 Blocks' Network

The procedure of using PoG is to include each block to its concerned chain via trusted
generators, where chains are linked to classes of the purpose of discrimination. Class A is
the primary storage of the network where all transactions that implemented through the
highest and lowest levels mutually are store at this class. Therefore, clients and generators
who have an influence on extending this class, which derives from supply and demand; this
class has a high rate of movement. Other classes are defined as the hub chains which means
they are holding the primary chains types of the network that play the most essential rule in
a way that controls the network’s behavior; those classes have a moderate rate of movement.
Moreover, the network running on peer-to-peer network and hence each node will
become active node once it occupies a block in appointed level inside the network; a certain
functionality will be given to each node under precise conduct depending on its possession
inside the system. Further, PoG intends to take the generation process to the minimum levels
of difficulty to find the target of a block readily. Moreover, blocks’ network uses a post-
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generation procedure that is an alternative to the consensus protocol that uses in blockchain
technology.

3.1

Memory Pool:

Memory pool retains transactions that completed via generators to include them into a
block and transmit that block to the network; each completed block will be assigned to an
Operation Identification Number (OIN) independently. Therefore, each group of
transactions in the memory pool is identified by their generator individually for the purpose
of generation; thus, generators are in charge of generating transactions that under their OIN
only. Furthermore, the memory pool observes timelines for all unconfirmed transactions in
its perimeter. The timeline is used for detaching unconfirmed transactions that not been
executed from its original generator under different purposes at a specific time; thus, allow
other generators to have control over blocks that outside of that given timeframe. Moreover,
there is a subsection of memory pool that is using to hold blocks, which means all
unconfirmed transactions that grouped to a block will be in a hold, waiting to be transmitted
to the network.

3.2

Stagnation Mode:

The stagnation mode is a restraint control process that utilizes to dominance the conduct
of generation; however, to generate a block to an appointed category, the hash of the last
block on the chain is needed as the previous hash input for the current block that wanted to
be added. Therefore, when the hash of the last block in the network is selected via a
generator to try to find a solution for that unconfirmed block, the operation identification
number OIN that assign to that generator will hold the last block hash and prevent other
operations from generating on it. Therefore, the last block on the chain will decline multiple
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OINs to use its hash simultaneously. If so, this is deemed to be an overlap error in the
network. Once the hash of the last block from the network is occupied by a certain OIN that
will apply stagnation mode to all other operations until the current operation finds a solution
and include the block entirely to the network. Knowing that the blocks’ network is sort by
categories, that means the process of generation is allowing 16 different operations to
generate independently at the same time, at different chains. For all that, the process of
mange the generation is implementing under Waiting List Management protocol.

3.3

Operations Waiting List Management:

It is the procedure for arranging the generation process throughout operations blocks
sequentially to give generating preferences for each operation. The method of implementing
the waiting list management protocol is to help in implanting the flexibility as well as
achieving high generation productivity. The protocol takes into account some aspects such
as the maximum waiting time, backlog of operations, operation entry time, operation
throughput-rate, and operation memory pool size. In addition to that, the protocol’s analysis
arrangement could be identified and analyzed via OIN by perusing the quantity status inside
the memory pool for each operation node. The circle measures the protocol of waiting list
management process of generation. Therefore, the interval between each circle depends on
the size of operations within the waiting list with the ability to update the status per second.

3.4

Block size:

According to (sociamedia.com), each person in the world will create 1.7 MB per second
by 2020, and this is showing how much the size of the digital world is growing. According
to (statista.com), the number of e-commerce transactions reached 38.5 billion in 2015.
These facts should be taken to consideration in the size of the block. Therefore, if the size of
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the block is considered to be around 1-15 MB this will result in excessive consumption in
hash; however, there is no concerned in the hashes that will be occupied since the colossal
variety that SHA512 could produce, but since the blocks will be used as storage for a daily
internet usage, the consumption of hashes have to be taken into consideration particularly
for small size blocks. Moreover, since each operation node will work individually, making
the size of block small will increase the busyness of generation, especially by those
generators who have activities that higher than their counterparts. Furthermore, 100 MB will
consider as the address size of a block with the willing of extending the value up to 500MB
per block. However, there is a chance some participants will not achieve 100 MB in a short
time compared to the other competitors which result to keep the unconfirmed transaction
under hold status for a while; this will lead to latency issue. Therefore, the network address
suggestion solution that will be addressed in the category section.

3.5

Difficulty scale:

In blockchain technology, the measurement of difficulty scales is based on the numbers
of active mining machines inside the network to find a specific given target [26]. However,
in blocks’ network, the speed factor is taken as a primary element; therefore, the difficulty
of generation will drop into the lowest level of complexity in order to find a target facilely
where the chance to find a target is 50%. Therefore, the generation of the block will measure
1

in millisecond per block, and not more than 100 second will be given for interlude.

3.6

Blocks’ Network Architecture:

By defining clauses of the blocks with its content of each cluster of a chain as they appear
in the blocks’ network; this will result in establishing multiple classes where each class will
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have its constructor. Moreover, from object-oriented programming aspect, the constructor is
responsible for initializing the blocks’ network, by creating attribute for each chain for each
class, where each class will have its own array that assigned to a category. In addition to
using multiple-level inheritance feature, which allows class to inherit characteristics and
features from more than one parent class [27]. (Figure 14) Furthermore, the first block in the
network will be the genesis block as the case with blockchain technology. Accordingly, the
construction of blocks’ network will start from here, and each block will be added to its
category, and the block will forward another block to a different array if it does not match
with the current chain array.

Figure 14 Multilevel Inheritance

The block will contain the following: first, the magic number that is arbitrary to
distinguish the blocks from a network to another. Second, the block size which is addressed
to be 100 MB. Third, the transactions that attach to the blocks. Lastly the header, which
contains the OIN for distinction, version of the block, the Markle-Tree root hash, timestamp,
hash of the previous block, a random number (e.g., Nonce), and finally the target type. [28]
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3.7

Consensus protocol:

In the blockchain, the consensus protocol is an essential factor that is used upon
consensus agreement in a way to make the network as accurate as it should be in order to
give the network reliability. However, Proof-of-Work is used in some DLTs to obtain the
network’s precision for distribution system; thus, Proof-of-Work is used to slow all member
down from generating too fast in order to control the network creation pattern. This is
because Proof-of-Work takes members and makes them work collectively to find a specific
target to include a block into the network. As a result of that, there is a chance two or more
of members find a block’s target at the same time which results in a fork in the network. The
fork happened out-side the main chain, in the miner’s side, when miners find a solution to a
block, they add it to a grouped of the completed block that they have completed (if it exists).
Then, one of those chains from the miners’ side has to be considered by the community
members as the continuance part of the main network chain. So, the deceleration factor that
creates by the PoW is an essential factor for members to enhance their decision of making
the network stability. The choice is made by considering the longest chain from all miners’
side as well as accuracy for each block in each chain. However, the process of achieving this
will take a while, resulting in the issues of scalability and latency. In addition, the difficulty
of finding a target is requiring an enormous amount of computing power that could be
obtained from a supercomputer ASIC (e.g., mining machine) which is consuming a lot of
electricity that is very expensive to keep the network safe.
Proof of work is used in some platforms; however, these networks have limited
functionality, which means they have a specific service to offer in their network for their
members. For example, the Bitcoin network is offering only financial operations (e.g.,
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network for digital currency); thus, this network is limited to a group of people who
interesting in investing in that cryptocurrency or exchanging cryptocurrency for various
purpose. The number of transactions per day in the blockchain network is 373,209
transaction [29]. Comparing that number of transactions with the internet’s transactions
number, which could be estimated in billions. Therefore, there is a weak probability that
using the consensus protocol procedure will succeed to keep a high data flow network (e.g.,
internet network) cooperative, due to the massive amount of data that the internet generates
per second.

3.8

Proof-of- Generation:

Proof of generation is utilizing via the network to increase the productivity of generation.
Therefore, the crucial factors of proof of generation are each block most have OIN that refer
to generator identity on the platform, and the digital signature. Consequently, the PoG
mechanism is conferring the trust of its generators in the network. However, generators
cannot reach this stage if they unauthenticated; thus, the trust is granted in advance until
proven otherwise.
Moreover, the mechanism of the PoG is not about competitiveness between network’s
members to get a reward (which is the first case for generating in PoW), is about how to
create more blocks to keep the internet distributed while maintaining accuracy. PoG
introduce a concept “everyone’s a winner.” It helps network’s members to avoid
competition and focusing on working together. Since the difficulty of generation has a
chance of %50 for each time generator searching for a target, which means the target should
at a range of 15^128.
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Finally, the generation procedure has two types; firstly, the standard generation type
where it controls by the influencer’s nodes depending on their position in the network —
secondly, automated generators type, where it controls by platform’s software. The
automated generator is using to generate block for users to assign members’ position in the
network upon their request where these options are pre-configured options, and each option
has been set to its target by the software.

3.9

Coping protocol:

The coping protocol is an action that use to put generated blocks under surveillance by its
requestor to verify if that block is accurate or not. In logic theory, almost everywhere, a
client is responsible for checking and verifying the integrity of an object after completion.
Whenever a mistake has been found, the client will re-request correction. For example, if a
school hired a student to be a grader, it is implied that the student has the capacity to verify
other’s works, there is no need for the grader to return to the professor in order of checking
the grades, this will increase productivity. However, if the grader makes any mistakes, the
student may voice complaints on the grader’s mistake. One the mistake is identified then the
grader can go back and change the grade and this the case with blocks’ network. The
platform trusts the generators to do their job. However, the platform has a post-generated
option, which is a step that will consider if the block that included in the chain was
inaccurate. The person who requested action from a server is responsible for that generation
in the network, which the one is responsible for verifying the integrity of the block. In a case
that block does not match the authentic demand, the client has to send an Invalid request to
the generator. Therefore, the generator will link that request as an input for the inaccurate
block, and then transmit it to the Invalidation Chain.
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Moreover, accumulation in the number of invalid requests at provider-side for whatever
the reason may be such as execution rejection via generator or unavailability, that will result
on displaying a permanent notification to any users that access that generator webserver
until invalid requests are release to the network. Additionally, the accumulation of invalid
requests will cause the packets to not be forwarded to it via administrator-nodes , which will
result in inaccessibility to that webserver for the lowest level.

3.10

Category method for generation

The engineering development of the category’s phase has been addressed in order to
increase the efficiency and ability to control the behavior of generating blocks; by sorting
blocks into various scales that will make each category has a unique behavior. The behavior
of the core code of generation should create distinctive functionally to each hash category;
thus, it will be going to bits of help to distinguish blocks from others. Differently,
blockchain technology has one chain in its appearance, and each block takes the previous
block hash to generate the next block. However, changing a specific group of blocks in
blockchain to give them a diffident characteristics behavior than other blocks that is
something could not be accomplished; therefore, the changes should be applying to the
whole blocks in the network.
In Blocks’ network, each block obtains its uniqueness via Multi-Dimensional Hash
Production that is using to confer the block with the ability of recognizing each hash input
that it received; Furthermore, each block will take the previous block hash and persist
generating new blocks that will be at the same category range, once a block it receives a
new category hash type that different to its current streamline type, it will generate that
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hash’s block to a distinct dimension. This could be achieved by referencing an input entry to
an output that has a different array [30].

3.11

Target Mechanism:

SHA512 can generate 16^128 or (2^512) hashes; thus, it generates from the SHA-512, 16
independent categories in serials numbers that sequential which it starts from the first digit
in hexadecimal order. For example, 0000 - 0FFF is one range of a category, and 1000 –
1FFF is the second category range and so on. ((16^128) ÷16) is the number of hashes
possibilities we can obtain if 16 different categories are placed in the network, where each
category will have a range of 15^128. So, by taking all users’ daily actions and turn them
into categories, the network will get organize and effective, and most importantly is give
each range a unique behavior. By way of illustration, an average CPUs with 2.0 GHz could
carry around two thousand million cycles per second [31] we can use this power at one
category to increase the speed instead of using the power to check the whole network. This
helps increase the rate of looking-up via content 16 times faster.
Additionally, the generation becomes also faster since the wide variety of number to find
for each target. Accordingly, our chance to find a solution is very high. From an experiment,
it will not take more than one millisecond to find a target. Hence, the addressed CPU will
generate approximately 1000 block per seconds in this theory. The efficiency of generation
could increase to more than 1000 blocks per second if the generators use a highperformance CPU.

3.11.1

Find a target:
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The generator has to set the target block with its match from the table; (if the T >= 0 | <= F)
(Figure 15).

Figure 15 Target Procedure

3.12

Implementation:

In the start-up of the network, the genesis block will take any input that it receives from
the generator in order to generate a new block in the chain. For instance, the genesis block
has no previous hash which is equal to zeros, and there is a new block that wanted to be
added to the network that has B Type Category, the method of generation will take the
previous hash (in this case genesis block) and try to find a target that produce a hash of the
concerned category (in this case is B Type). Upon completion, the network generates a hash
that start with B (e.g. B12AF9……). Furthermore, if the next process of generation of a
block has the same range of category (e.g. B00012….) it will be included in the same range
by taking the hash of “B12AF9……” as the previous hash block of “B00012….”; therefore,
it will continue in generating within the same range.
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However, if a new block has a been set to a different target category “4 Type Category”
that unlike the current category range; the process of generation will take the last block in
the chain “B00012….” as a previous hash and then start guessing randomly till it achieve
the new concerned category, then forward the new hash to a different direction that
reference to a new array.
The block itself has functionality to generate multi-dimensional hash which mean that
hashes with same category will run sequentially, while any disruption to that consecutive
chain will be routed to a new array. Therefore, the new directed chain will have the same
function of the previous chain in the method of generation with new behavior (as required)
until a new hash category interrupt that chain and so forth.
However, moving to new array does not mean the end point to the pervious chain.
Therefore, the network will have 16 different categories that independent from each other
but actually they all have a link point. Moreover, the core factor of Multi-Dimensional Hash
Production is given the ability to have control over generated blocks inside the network
without manipulation; however, going back in the chain to change a block that something
could not be accomplish which is similar to the blockchain technology. Therefore, if any
block has been a tampering with that will effect on the whole chain (Figure 16).
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Figure 16 Blocks’ Network Architecture

Blocks’ network has 16 independent categories, 15 of them are running as consecutive
blocks of chains, and one category is running differently “Invalidation Category.” That
means an Invalidation block does not need to run serially as a chain since it generated upon
demand. Therefore, each Invalidation block will require the previous hash block as input to
the desired block in order to mark it as invalid, then upon completion, the Invalidation block
cannot be taken as the previous hash.

3.13

Categories Table:

The following table is about how categories are divided.
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Table 1 Categories Table

Class Type

A

B
C
D
E

3.14

Category Name
Type – Finance
Type – Medicine
Type – Manufacturing
Type – Governance
Type – Education
Type – Other
Type – not set yet
Type – not set yet
Type – not set yet
Type – not set yet
Type – Foundation
Type – Storage
Type – Administration
Type – Operation
Type – Index
Type – Invalidation

Category Number
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A
B
C
D
E
F

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A
B
C
D
E
F

Target Range
| 16^127
| 16^127
| 16^127
| 16^127
| 16^127
| 16^127
| 16^127
| 16^127
| 16^127
| 16^127
| 16^127
| 16^127
| 16^127
| 16^127
| 16^127
| 16^127

The properties of Categories:

The classes are delineating the type of each category. There are various types of
classification that clarify the implementation to each type of category.
3.14.1 Class A
Class A contains the storage categories of the network. The categories in this class are
mange by the webhost’s (i.e. generator); thus, all actions that occur between ordinary nodes
(i.e. client) and operation node (i.e. host node) will be forward to these ranges’ categories in
this class under generator privilege. The type of each category reflects the type of the
service that provided via the host.
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3.14.2

B, C, D, and E Classes

All categories at these classes are defined as the hub chains of the network where the
blocks that generated under each category will represent a specific status. Class B is holding
the management chains where these chains play important roles for the purpose of security
and distribution.
i.

Foundation category

Foundation category is responsible on the registration phase of all members at all levels
in the network, where each member will have its own block store at this chain. The
Foundation category is a chain of blocks that run in a link of sequential blocks where all
members’ information such as the private keys and all public keys that associate to a private
key are store there.
Furthermore, the Foundation Chain is the basis block for each user, that because it is the
first block that require via platform in order to access the network; blocks at this category
could be accomplish when participates join the network via lowest level software where it
allocates a block to each member individually.
Moreover, this chain is uses for the purpose of authentication that by obtaining an input
then compare it with its match from this chain in order to grant access. This chain is
confidential which means all data within a block will be store under hash function for
comparison in addition to encrypt the hash result.
Foundation chain is does not store any plaintext instead storing hashes of the password.
Despite that fact, encrypt the hashes of Foundation Chain will increase the security to the
maximum extent. However, the speed factor should be taken into consideration because
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some cryptographic algorithms take some time to complete encryption and decryption.
Therefore, AES encryption is reliable in terms of speed. For example, an average CPU can
encrypt 1 GB within 0.634 seconds, where a size of private key will be equal to 12.7KB
[32].
ii.

Administration category

Administration category is accountable on registering members under a default smart
contract that build-in via administration software in order to give these nodes admin’s
privileges within the network’s perimeter. This chain is responsible to store smart contracts
of members to make them officially custodians on particular tasks. Administration nodes are
responsible on routing process in additional to indexing management. For instance, the
crawler protocol is applying by these nodes where administrators do not have the knowledge
about the input final destination. Therefore, crawler architecture is used to scan all hosts
webs through the Operation Chain in order to decide to who the input should be forward.
Hence, based on this knowledge the index table will be updated for all administration node
where it stores in the index chain.
iii.

Operation category

The Operation category is using to register all host nodes in the highest level of the
platform (e.g. service provider). Thus, beside the core code of the host server, the actual
stakeholder’s identity is essential to complete all the aspect of the smart contract that related
to the operation level where the smart contract will state that a particular ordinarily node has
become officially a web hosting node. Therefore, this will store into Operation Chain in
order to issue Operation Identification Number (OIN) that generate via the block that later
will used for block generation.
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iv.

Storage category

Notably, operation and administration nodes have the capacity of storing operational
content of the system which means that the ability of storing the primary composition of the
system that is used for the management of the network such as protocols or algorithms
depending on their possession. However, storage category is dedicated to storage all ledgers
only; in addition to share and update the distributed hash table among the influences’ nodes.
The storage phase is obtainable without restrictions to all members via smart contract. The
smart contract is using to clarify that a particular candidate become a custodian on a certain
information inside the network. The procedure of achieving that when a user declares
his/her desire in becoming a custodian on the information from the lowest-level’s operation
software; where it executes a smart contract that contains a timeline (i.e. period of contract),
storage space, and a root hash of all downloading files that candidate will obtain. The
availability of storage node is taking into consideration in addition to the file’s integrities.
Any violation to the previous, will end the obligation between the platform and the
candidate. Further, candidates must verify the storage space that they willing to offer to the
platform; thus, the platform could estimate the offering space in order to be rewarded.
Moreover, be an extra space should be assigned on the actual offered space which is going
to be use for the purpose of load balancing.
v.

Index Category

Index category stores the contents and IPs that related to the hosts’ nodes of the highest
level for the purpose of routing redistribution configuration in addition to looking-up. It is
used various methods for web indexing and routing indexing (e.g. routing information base).
This category uses and mangers by administrators’ nodes where it used as reference which
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nodes are looking for keywords and metadata that match with the provided inputs from
lowest level (e.g. client side). Any failure in the routing process will feed this chain
continuously with updates to perform better in the next time.
vi.

Invalidation Category

The blocks in the network are immutable and any manipulation to a certain information
in a block will effect the whole chain, this is will provide the network with the accuracy and
precision. Further, blocks’ network is assigning highly reliable members at the level of
generation and hence the platform grants the trust to generators in advance; imprecision in
generation always leads to a reputation risk. Moreover, it is challenging task to keep all
blocks in the network fully accurate. Therefore, giving certain levels of the network the
permission of generation is not adequate. The consensus protocol is could be handy factor to
increase the accuracy; however, blocks’ network takes the speed matter into high
consideration, and yet there is always a chance for human mistakes to be occurred.
Invalidation category is introduced to carry the above issue, and therefore, it is playing an
important rule among all chains to maintain a high precision public storage. It is a postgeneration step, that responsible for invalidating generated blocks. It works by taking a hash
of a certain block that is required to become invalid as the previous hash for an F-Type
block. Once a target has been found, it will generate the new block in a different array
without any effect on the chain in which it exists.
Furthermore, the Invalidation block has a different characteristic than other block; it does
not need to run sequentially as chain that because it executed upon client demand.
Therefore, each block can be executed individually and the previous hash that required by
the Invalidation block is the block that wanted to be invalidated.
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Additionally, a digital signature is an essential requirement to claim an Invalidation
request that can be accomplish upon client demand. Thus, a digital signature most be
included in the block as an input in order to avoid the misuse of Invalidation block, then the
rectification statement in addition to the OIN with the client’s ID (e.g. public key).

3.15

Interconnectedness:

Heretofore, nodes were described based on their possessions and their effectiveness over
the network. The following table illustration the control lines (Figure 17).

Figure 17 Blocks’ Network chains (control-lines)

The interaction between ordinary nodes (e.g., members from the Foundation Chain) and
generators nodes (e.g., members from the Operation Chain) will send to storage categories
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(e.g., Class A). While administration nodes (e.g., members from administration chain) will
have control over data flow between ordinary and generators and hence store improvement
at index chain. Lastly, the invalidation category is control by Operation and Administration
members.
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Chapter 4 Process Optimization and Additional Chains
4.0

Pure Peer-to-Peer (Ordinary Nodes):

Heretofore, the above nodes were described as identified/reliable nodes, with each node
at a given level being able to control the network partially. In addition, the distributed
routing and hashing tables are an auxiliary factor in the schema.
Since the network run on P2P, that’s mean all peers can communicate with each other
off-chain; for instance, via VoIP, file sharing, or decentralized application (e.g., DApp). An
example on DApp is a peer-to-peer chat protocol that used by Ethereum called Whisper.
However, the ordinary nodes (e.g., lowest level members) run on a pure P2P network
which means without administration nodes or login server; ordinary nodes will not have
adequate details to communicate with another peer.
4.1.0 Ethereum Whisper
Ethereum Platform runs two stacks beside the decentralized chatting protocol “Whisper”.
Consensus Stack, which is used as a consensus layer where it uses a computational power.
Swarm, which is the storage layer and it used IPFS (Interplanetary File System). Lastly,
Whisper stack that provides a messaging layer [33].
Whisper is the message layer which is an application that allows communication between
member at the same layer. It uses Pitch-Black Darkness, according to (github.com) there is a
difference between encryption and darkness, where the darkness describes as a method to
increase the difficulty to provably the author of the message. Therefore, it means the
difficulty of tracing individual is impossible since the message will continuously route to all
neighbor nodes where or not that node is the recipient. Therefore, it uses PoW in order to
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eliminate spammer and it used data distribution to prevent DDoS attack on effecting the
status of the data.
4.1.1

VoIP and file sharing

In P2P network nodes cannot determine other nodes in order of file sharing as the case
with client-server where the user has the knowledge about a practical destination via URL.
Therefore, there some challenges related to peer-to-peer discovery. NAT Traversal is an
issue since there are two NAT that needs to be traversed in two firewalls. Asymmetrical
bandwidth is also an issue where content is going to flow from node to others, which means
the upstream bandwidth of the node will be taxed. Optimization of P2P network is essential,
where there can be either structured and unstructured, many of P2P are unstructured which
means ad-hoc that is the network is not planned or designed or hierarchical it simply
evolved as a function of who registers and where and the server the registrar may
understand where those hosts are, therefore when we try to do file transfer, for example, it
may not be obvious which are the logical nodes to actively sources for the files we’re trying
to transfer.
4.1.2

Skype Protocol:

Skype is a peer-to-peer VoIP client that was released in August 2003. “Skype claims that
it can work almost seamlessly across NAT, firewalls, and better sound quality than other
VoIP clients. It encrypts party-to-party calls, and stores user information in a decentralized
manner. Skype also supports instant messaging and conferences. [34]”
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Figure 18 Skype Node structure (from slideshare.net)

Furthermore, each node has to register to the Skype login server, which is a centralized
node (Figure 18). However, this is the only stage in which a client is treated with a
centralized system. After that all communication between nodes is done via super node.
Super nodes are ordinary nodes who upgraded via skype in order to make these nodes
handle routing positions between the nodes.
4.1.3

Tox (protocol)

Tox is a peer-to-peer instant-messaging and video-calling protocol that offers end-to-end
encryption. A reference implementation of the protocol is published as free and open-source
software. More on that [35].
4.1.4

BitTorrent

BitTorrent is a peer-to-peer network that used for sharing file over the internet where
members’ devices are the files sources. Therefore, when a peer wants to download a file
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through the network, the content of the data will be searched among peer. It uses a server
called tracker to track which peers have which files available [36].

4.2

Redirection chain and DApp chain “Additional Chains”

Many methods have been discovered above in different ways of using P2P for
communication. However, the blocks’ network intends to implement a suitable protocol that
can be used to obtain a secure and efficient connection while maintaining decentralization.
The Call Block software in the lowest level (i.e., Client-side) intends to use Universal
Plug and Play (UPnP) which is a set of networking protocols that use for ports’
configuration to make all peers who run the software to communicate regularly [37].
Moreover, Call Block is an extensible functional code protocol, which means it always can
be updateable to merge a new P2P communication protocol to it. Therefore, with the ability
of extensibility that provided via Call Block application together with the characteristics of
Block’s network, we can reach the following:

4.2.1 Redirection chain “Additional Chain”
Redirection chain has been considered for the purpose of peers’ discovery, which it is
acting as a decentralized address book that is distributed. Moreover, it managed by ordinary
nodes in order of storing addresses. Accordingly, it will result to create a unique number
that generated via the block for each node. The uniqueness of the number is given from the
index number of the block which users can exchange which easy to memorize. Additionally,
users can register new addresses that associate with their private key as the case with other
P2P networks, where addresses are using for file-sharing or voice over IP when users
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register to a server. Consequently, this chain is acting as a login server (i.e., registration)
where the ledgers are distributed publicly.

4.2.2 DApp chain “Additional Chain”
Decentralized Application chain (or DApp chain) has been considered to store
developers’ smart contracts to activate his/her node to run the communication protocol
under an absolute privilege. Moreover, these nodes are highly reliable comparable with
nodes in the Middle and the Highest levels that described previously. Let us assume that
there was a smart contract has just occupied a place at the chain (i.e., DApp chain) which
means this smart contract contained a strict communication protocol that provided via
collaborator. All communication through this protocol should be off the chain. Moreover,
any node who communicate with communication protocol is independent of the network in
some way, which means when an ordinary node (i.e., client) wants to connect to that
protocol; it will stand in the middle between the DApp node and the network as a whole
(Figure 19).
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Figure 19 Pure P2P Nodes alongside the Blocks’ Network Nodes

For example, when a developer/s launch a communication protocol (e.g., TOX protocol);
the provider’s node can upgrade other nodes under their control to a supernode. Therefore,
establishing a pure P2P from the ordinary nodes that could be run parallelly beside the
blocks’ network architecture.

4.3

Cryptocurrency “Additional Chain”

The generators’ work was described far from any cryptocurrency, which generators’
work was described as a voluntary joint effort to make the Internet decentralized. However,
a payment system should be introduced that allows for the imposition of bonuses for the
volunteers who made the Internet decentralized through the cryptocurrency that the platform
will adopt based on the current cryptocurrency standards association.
Moreover, “cryptocurrency is a type of decentralized digital currency. Cryptocurrencies
utilize blockchain ledgers to record and validate transactions. [39]” A cryptocurrency is a
number that generated via cryptography for security, which is linked to an address where
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blockchain is responsible for storing these digital coins that associated with each address.
Moreover, many of blockchain’s platform relies on the mechanism of consensus, which
maintains the legitimacy, accuracy in addition to the value of the cryptocurrency from forks’
issues aspects. Further, those platforms create cryptocurrency by mining where the Bitcoin
software (in the case of Bitcoin Network) is used to produce a digital currency every time a
block was mined.
Blocks’ network intends to include a cryptocurrency chain that works under
cryptographic algorithms to increase the security of digital assets. The production of this
chain will be controlled via all influencers’ nodes in the network where they will work
together for mining a block at a definite time, and then the generated cryptocurrency will be
shared as a due reward.

4.4 Escalating Difficulty “Invalidation Category”
The system craves to interpolate additional rigid property which gives the uniqueness to
this category. Therefore, the system envisions to append Escalating Difficulty to the
Invalidation Category to have a different return statement which means whenever this
category is executed, the operation software for an OIN that responsible on executing
Invalidation block will return to a distinct statement that can be accomplished under “if
condition” where the difficulty of execution next time will be increase for that operationnode software. Categorically, by granting a behavior to the software, which interprets as “if
the F value has been reached, then execute the difficulty statement that was pre-set for that
operation ID.”
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Moreover, Invalidation execution occurs when an inaccurate block was added to the
network, and if the generator issued a block into an inappropriate chain. Ultimately,
administration nodes are responsible for monitoring Invalidation blocks.
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Chapter 5 Storage Mechanism for Distributed System
5.0

Storage mechanism (DHT bases)

The storage is peer-to-peer network where members pool together their disk space to
create a shared global memory. The storage of blocks’ network is based on DHT algorithm
Furthermore, the operation nodes (members from the highest level) are responsible for
dataset distribution to the closest storage node (members from the storage chain) that is
available at that range. The network uses storage nodes for an array structure to arrange the
data evenly among storage nodes. However, storage node does not have to store a full copy
of the whole data inside the network. Otherwise, the entire data in the network could be
share among storage nodes’ members separately under certain properties.
Thus, creating a hash table for all appointed files between operation and storage nodes
where this table is distributed among its concerned nodes. The hash table use to determinate
the contents that available in each node. The internet has a massive amount of data which is
something cannot be storable via all nodes in the network. Therefore, DHT is using to
enhances the ability of storing a huge amount of data in nodes.
5.0.1

Preference System Mechanism

The mechanism of preference is used to balance the massive amount of data among
nodes. Therefore, the usage of consistent hashing is playing an important rule to help to
solve the problem of load balancing among nodes [38]. Moreover, DHT is using to manage
the mechanism of updating data in all nodes within the network; thus, the files that entered
to the network do not need to be share and update via all nodes’ members instated, a portion
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of the network should obtain and download a certain grouped of dataset bases on preset
preference.
Preference system is requiring from each storage’s node to store data under a particular
range, which means the closest storage’ node from where that file was issued. That could be
achieved via IPs configuration of the generators’ operations, where it can determinate each
storage node location from the issuer distance. Operations’ IPs gives us better chances for
an arrangement where it sets blocks bases on their locations in order to determinate the city,
region, and country of each block that exists on the network in sequence to find a node at
the same range. Otherwise, it takes in its consideration the closest point possible to that
block range and trudges ascending until it reaches a worldwide point.
The mechanism does not rely on random distribution; it defines each node based in its
own smart contract as well as to give preference, where each node is responsible for a
specific predetermined type.
However, this process keeps repeating for each time nodes go through updating until
nodes achieve stable status. Furthermore, the preference system provides high-organized
public storage based on storage chains’ types as well as where these data should be stored,
thereby enhancing data transfer between the nodes and the enhanced bandwidth-based
routing process (Figure 20).
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Figure 20 Distributed ledgers

5.0.2

Preference system Distributed ledgers

The replication ratio

The ratio of replication is a supporting factor that controls the distribution of data that
sent though the operation nodes to storage nodes. The ratio of replication leverages IPs for
the purpose of locating nodes locus; therefore, there should be no more than a ratio of 2 to
10 of duplicate files to each node at the same bond. The ratio is gradually increased
depending on the coefficient of proportionality in the axial scalability, where the bonds that
holding nodes has unstable connection. Furthermore, at the network perimeter level, there is
should be a rational percentage of nodes that have a full copy of the ledger; therefore, the
smart contract that inscribed in the storage-chain’s blocks will refer to these nodes as the
backup nodes.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Future Research
6.0

Conclusion

Blocks' network is a systematic approach to a decentralized internet development plan
and if implemented in an appropriate manner, will enhance the experience of using the
internet, shifting attention away from concerns about privacy and the protocols of
consensus.

6.1

Future research:

6.1.0

AI algorithms:

The AI’s layer will take into account where it will be placed at the middle level in the
architecture of the platform. Therefore, artificial intelligence will be created to handle all
traffic between users and hosts without human intervention; which in turn will be using the
steps of predictive modeling (Figure 21) to increase the statistics of the predict outcomes.

Figure 21 predictive modeling
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It gets and stores all its resources in/from a decentralized system (i.e., Distributed
Autonomous Organizations “DAO”) by giving it the support to obtain the ability to solve
complex equations by feeding it from different trends. The middle level is an intelligence
brain in the middle between users and service providers. Popular ML algorithms: Neural
Networks, Deep Learning, Support vector machines, and random forest [40].
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